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ABSTRACT: This disclosure describes a voice operated cun- 
troller for controlling the reaction jets of a space vehicle. A 
voice recognition apparatus is connected to a ccp.ntroi. The 
control is connected to, and controls, the reaction jets. The 
voice recognition apparatus generates pulses in accordance 
with received voice commands. These pulses are applied to 
the control which interprets them. The control then applies 
suitable control signals to the reaction jets so \ha: the desired 
command is carried out. 
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FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a translation movement control 
VOICE OPERATED CONTROLLER suitable for use in the control illustrated in FIG. 2; 
6 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a plus/minus control suitable 
for use in the control illustrated in FIG. 2; 
BACKGROUND OFTHE iiNVENTlON 5 FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a yaw control suitable for use in 
As manned space vehicles become more and more complex the illustrated in 
and are to perform more and more complex FIG. 7 is a block diagram of an X control suitable for use in 
vers, they require control systems that use less and less of the the in 2;  
pilot's time. ~h~~ is, as manned space vehicles become more FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a stop control suitable for use in 
complex, their pilots are required to perform more tasks. l o  the illustrated in 2;  
Hence, the pilot can spend less time maneuvering the vehicle. FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a cage control suitable for use 
In addition, the maneuvers that must be performed become in the in 2; 
more complex. ~ ~ d ,  complex maneuvers require a more FIG. 80 is a block diagram of a gate control suitable for use 
precise control system. Hence, the overall control system must in the in 2; 
become less complex so that the pilot can spend less time FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a deadband control suitable 
maneuvering while at the same time the system must become for Use in the control illustrated in FIG. 2. 
more precise so that more complex maneuvers can be per- 
formed. DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
Therefore, it is an object of this invention to provide a new 20 FIG. 1 illustrates a preferred embodiment of the invention 
and improved control system. and comprises: a voice recognizer El; a control 1% and reac- 
It is also an object of this invention to provide a new and Im- tion jets 85;. The voice recognizer may be any one of the vari- 
proved maneuvering control system suitable for use with a ous types that are known in the art; it merely interprets certain 
space vehicle. voice commands and generates output pulses in accordance 
It is a still further object of this invention to provide a 25 with these commands. The output of the voice recognizer is 
maneuvering control system for use with a space vehicle that connected to the input of the control which is hereinafter 
is rapid acting and more precise than prior a d  control Systems. described. The control interprets the pulse output from the 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION voice recognizer % 1 and generates control signals. The control 
signals from the control 13 are applied to the reaction jets. 
In accordance with a principle of this invention, a voice 30 The reaction jets are basically a plurality of jets mounted on 
operated controller for controlling the maneuvering of a space the exterior of the spacecraft. The jets are mounted so that the 
vehicle is provided. The controller comprises a voice recog- spacecraft may be moved in rotation about yaw, pitch and roll 
nizer for recognizing voice commands and for generating pul- axes, singly or in combination. In addition, reaction jets are 
ses in accordance with those commands and a control for in- appropriately mounted so that the spacecraft can be moved in 
terpreting the pulses from the voice recognizer. The control 3 5  translation along the X, Y or Z axes. The mounting of reaction 
generates control signals which are applied to, and control, jets for this type of movement is well known in the art; hence, 
the reaction jets of the space vehicle. it will not be discussed here. 
In accordance with a further principle of this invention, the FIG. 2 illustrates a control suitable for interpreting the pul- 
voice recognizer recognizes voice commands of both a rota- ses generated by the voice recognizer and for generating con- 
tional and a translational nature. In addition, the voice recog- 40 trol signals for controlling the reaction jets. The control illus- 
nizer recognizes both positive and negative commands of a trated in FIG. 2 comprises: an axis movement control 28; a 
rotational and a translational nature. The voice recognizer pluslminus control 23, a translation movement control 25; a 
generates output pulses for these commands which are in- yaw control 27; a pitch control 29; a roll control 21; an X con- 
terpreted by the control. trol 33; a Y control 35; a Z control 319; a stop control 39; a 
In accordance with a still further principle of this invention, 45 cage control 41; agate 43; and, a deadband control 45. 
stop and cage command signals can be generated at any time The voice recognizer in the illustrated embodiment of the 
and are recognized by the voice recognizer. The voice recog- invention is adapted to recognize the following commands: 
nizer generates pulses for these signals which are utilized to yaw, pitch, roll, plus, minus, X, Y, Z, stop and cage. For each 
stop and cage the reaction jets after suitable interpretation by of these different commands, a pulse is generated on a dif- 
the control. ferent output line of the voice recognizer 81. The yaw, pitch 
It will be appreciated from the foregoing summary of the in- and roll command pulses are applied to the axis movement 
vention that a rather uncomplicated apparatus for controlling control 2%. The plus and minus command pulses are applied to 
the maneuvering of a space vehicle is provided. The apparatus the plus/minus control 23. The X, Y aild Z command pulses 
can be carried out in digital form by utilizing flip-flops along 55 are applied to the translation movement control 25. The stop 
with AND and OR gates, to interpret the pulses from the voice command pulse is applied to the stop control 39 and the cage 
recognizer and to control the reaction jets. The controller command pulse is applied to the cage control 41. 
requires less operating time than prior art space vehicle con- The axis movement control 21 generates three outputs: one 
trollers, because the pilot must merely speak a particular com- output is connected to the yaw control 27, the second output 
mand signal to cause the desired vehicle operation. 1n addi- 60 is connected to the pitch control 29, and the third output is 
tion, because the actual control of the reaction jets is through connected to the roll control 31. The translation movement 
an electronic control system, the overall system is more control 25 generates three output signals: one output signal is 
precise than prior art control systems. connected to the X control 33, the second output signal is 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
connected to the Y control 35, and the third output signal is 
65 connected to the Z control 39. 
~h~ foregoing objects and many of the attendant ad- The plus/minus control generates Outputs on two lines. One 
vantages of this invention become more readily ap- line is connected to second inputs of the yaw control, the pitch 
preciated as the same becomes better understood by reference control, the roll control, the X control, the Y control, and the 
to the following detailed description when taken in conjunc- Z control. The second Output of the plus/minus control is con- 
tion with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 70 nected to one input of the gate 43. The gate generates an out- 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the invention; put signal that is applied to a separate input of the axis move- 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a control suitable for use with ment control 21, the pluslminus control 23, and the transla- 
the invention; tion movement control 25 for purposes hereinafter described. 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an axis movement control suita- The stop control generates three outputs: one is applied to the 
ble for use in the control illustrated in FIG. 2; 75 input of the cage control, the second is applied to an input of 
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the deadband control 45, and the third is applied to a second ever, when the clock input receives a signal, the state of the 
input of the gate 43. The cage control 41 generates an output flip-flop changes, regardless of its previous state. Each flip- 
signal that is connected to a second input of the deadband flop generates a true and a false output. The true output is the 
control 49. nonbarred output of the flip-flop and the false output is the 
The yaw control generates an output signal that is adapted 5 barred output. For example, FF-A> true output is designated 
to control the yaw rotation control jets by opening and closing A and its false output is designated A. 
a jet valve, for example. The pitch control generates an output The yaw output of the voice recognizer 11 is connected to 
signal that is adapted to control the pitch rotational control the clock input of FF-A. The A output of FF-A is connected to 
jets. And, the roll control generates an output signal that is the reset input of FF-A and to an A output. The A output of 
adapted to control the roll rotational control jets. FF-A is connected to the clock input of FF-B, the set input of 
The X control generates an output signal that is adapted to FE-A and an A output. The-B output of FF-B is connected to a 
control X translation movement jets. The Y control generates B output terminal and the B output of FF-B is connected to a 
an output signal that is adapted to control Y translatlon move- B output terminal. 
ment jets. The Z control generates an output signal that is The clock input of FF-C is connected to the pitch output of 
adapted to control Z translatlon movement jets. the voice recognizer 11 (FIG. I ) .  The C output of FF-C is con- 
Turning now to a description of the general operation of the necte_d to a C output terminal and to the reset input of FF-C. 
control illustrated in FIG. 2, a typical command would be Th_e C output of FF-C is connected to the clock input of FF-D, 
"yaw-yaw-yaw-plus." This command causes the axis control a C output terminal, and the set input of FF-C. The 6) output 
21 to generate an output signal and apply it to the yaw control 20 of FF-D is connected to a Routput terminal and the D output 
27. In addition, the pluslminus control generates a plus output of FF-D is connected to a 14 output terminal. The roll output 
signal and applies it to the yaw control 27. Hence, the yaw of the voice recognizer is connected to the clock input of FP- 
control 27 generates an output signal that is applied to the ap- E. The E output of FF-E is connected_to an E output terminal 
propriate reaction jets to cause a yaw movement in the posi- and to the reset input of FF-E. The E o_utput of FF-E is con- 
rive direction. Since there is more than one "yaw" command 25 nected to the clock input of FjF-F to an E output terminal and 
(specifisally, three, in this example), the command could to the set input of FF-E. The F output of FF-F is connected to 
represent a high speed movement in the positive yaw an F terminal. The F output of FF-F is connected to an F out- 
direction. Similarly, if it was desired to move slowly in the put terminal. The direct reset (R1) input terminal is con- 
negative X translation direction, the command sequence nected to the RB inputs of FF-A, FE-B, FF-C, FF-D, FF-E and 
could be X-minus. For this sequence, the translation move- 30 FF-F. 
ment control applies a signal to the X control 33 and the It will be appreciated from the foregoing description that 
plus/minus control applies a minus signal to the X control 33. FF-A and FF-B comprise a two stage counter for counting yaw 
Hence, the X control generates an output signal that causes pulses; similarly FF-C and FF-D comprise a two stage counter 
the appropriate reaction jets to ignite and slowly move the for counting pitch pulses, and FF-E and FF-F comprise a two 
vehicle in the X-minus direction. 35 stage counter for counting roll pulses. Hence, up to three pul- 
If at any time in the operation of the system, it is desired to ses can be counted for each command. For example, if a yaw- 
provide a stop signal, a stop command is given. A stop com- yaw-yaw command is given, three pulses are applied to the 
mand is recognized by the voice recognizer 11 and causes it to clock input of FF-A. These pulses are counted with the result 
generate an output signal on the stop line. When this occurs, that output signals occur on the A and 5 outputs of FF-A and 
the gate (83 generates a reset output signal which is applied to 40 FF-B, respectively. Alternatively, if only a single yaw com- 
the axis movement control 21, the pluslminus control 23 and mand is given, output signals occur on the A and B outputs of 
the translation movement control 25. This stop signal stops FF-A and FF-B, respectively. Fkally, if a yaw-yaw command 
the operation of these controls. In addition, these controls will is given, outputs occur on the A and B outputs of FF-A and 
stop automatically if there is a failure to provide a plus or FF-B, respectively. By suitably interpreting these signals a 
minus signal after a predetermined period of time has elapsed. 45 precession, a low or a high output control signal is generated. 
That is, the pluslminus control applies a signal to the gate 43 Further, by including the interpretation with an interpreta- 
when a predetermined period of time has elapsed after the last tional positive or negative signal, a directional control signal is 
plus or minus command. When this condition occurs, an out- generated. The pitch and roll outputs are interpreted in the 
put or reset signal is applied by the gate to the axis movement 50 same manner. FIG. 6,  as hereinafter described, illustrates a 
control, the pluslminus control, and the translation movement yaw control for performing the desired interpretation along 
control to reset these controls for a future command the yawaxis. 
sequence. Hence, the word "stop" at any time removes all FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a translation move- 
further maneuvering commands and clears the system for new ment control suitable for use in the embodiment of the inven- 
commands. Alternatively, when a predetermined period of 55 tion illustrated in FIG. 2. The translation movement control il- 
time after a prior sequence of commands has elapsed, the lustrated in FIG. 4 comprises six flip-flops designated FF-G, 
system automatically stops operating. FF-H, FF-I, FF-J, FF-K and FF-L. All of these flip-flops are 
The cage control is provided so that a command can be similar to the flip-flops contained in the axis movement con- 
given to place the gyros of the space vehicle in an attitude trol heretofore described. The X output of the voice recog- 
synchronous mode of operation. Hence, wide deadband limits 60 nizer I I is connected to the clock input of FF-G. The G output 
can be selected. Any maneuvering command after a cage of FF-G is connect~d to a G output terminal and to the reset 
command, however, reactivates the system. input of FF-G. The G_output of FF-G is connected to the clock 
Turning now to a description of the logic circuits illustrated input of FF$, to a Q output terminal, and to theset input of 
in FIGS. 3 through %I,  which are adapted to carry out the con- FF-G. The H output of FF-H is connected to an Pii output ter- 
trol functions of the subsystems illustrated in FIG. 2, and 65 minal and the H output of FF-H is connected to an H output 
heretofore described, terminal. 
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an axis movement control The Y output of the voice recognizer is connected to the 
system suitable for use in the FIG. 2 control. The axis move- clock input of FF-I. The 11 output of FF-I is connected to an I 
ment control illustrated in FIG. 3 comprises six flip-flops output terminal and to the reset input of FF-I. The_! output of 
designated FF-A, FF-B, FF-C, FF-D, FF-E, and FF-F. Each 70 FF-I is connected to the clock input of FF-J, to an ii output ter- 
flip-flop has a set (S) input, a clock (C) input, a reset ( R )  in- minal and to the set input of FF-I. T h e j  output of FF-J is con- 
put, and a direct reset (RI )  input. The set and reset inputs nected to a j output terminal and the 9 output of FF-J is con- 
merely switch the state of the flip-flop if the flip-flop is not in nected to a J output terminal. 
the appropriate state when these inputs receive signals. If the The Z output of the voice recognizer is connected to the 
flip-flop is in the appropriate state, no change occurs. How- 75 clock input of FF-K. The K output of FP-K is connected to the 
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reset input of FF-K and to a K output terminal. TJe & output 6 comprises six three-input AND gates designated AND-2, 
of FFnK is connected to  a clock input of FF-L, a K output ter- AND-%, AND-4, AND-5, AND-$, and AND-7. A N D 3  
minal, and the set input of FF-K. The L output of FF-L is con- receives A, and M inputs. AND-3 receives A,  B and M in- 
nected to an L oztput terminal and the & output of FF-L is puts. AND-4 receives A, B and M inputs. AND-§ receives A, 
connected to an L output terminal. The direct reset (RB) in- 5 B and N inputs. AND-7 receives A, B and N inputs. More 
puts of FF-G, FF-H, FF-I, FF-J, FF-K and FF-L are connected specifically, these AND gates are connected to the just set 
to an RI input terminal. forth outputs of the FF-A, FF-B, FF-M and FF-N flip-flops. 
FF-G and FF-M form a two stage counter for X pulses, FF-I Hence, these AND gates interpret the outputs of those flip- 
and FF-J form a two stage counter for Y pulses and FF-K and flops. For example, if three yaw signals and a plus signal (yaw- 
FF-L form a two stage count of Z pulses. The operation of l o  yaw-yaw-plus) are applied by the voice recognizer to the axis 
the translation movement &trol illustrated in FIG. 4 is movement, control 2 I  and the plus/minus control 23, respec- 
identical to the operation of the axis movement control illus- tively, FF-A will generate an output on line A, FF-B will 
trated in FIG. 3 heretofore discussed where X = yaw, Y = generate an output on line B and FF-PA will generate an output 
pitch and Z = roll; hence, a complete discussion of the opera- on line M. For this set of outputs, A N D 4  is energized and a 
tion of the translation movement control would be merely l 5  "yaw hi pos" signal occurs. Alternatively, if a yaw-yaw-plus 
repetitive and is, therefore, not provided. set of outputs are applied to the yaw control, AND-2 
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a pluslminus control suitablc generates an output signal which is a yaw precession positive 
for use in the control illustrated in FIG. 2. The pluslminus con- (yaw prec pos) signal. Finally, if a yaw-plus command is given, 
trol illustrated in FIG. 5 comprises: five flip-flops designated 20 AND-3 generates an output signal which is designated a yaw 
F F M ,  FF-N, FF-0, F F P ,  and FF-Q; a pulse timer; one two- low positive signal. Alternatively, if the suffix to the yaw com- 
input OR gate designated OR-I; two three-input OR gates mand is minus, AND-5 through AND-7 are energized in ac- 
designated 08 -2 ,  and OR-3; and a two-input AND gate cordance with the number of ya%s preceding the suffix. 
designated AND-1. The flip-flops are of the type heretofore FIG. 7 illustrates an X control for interpreting the outputs of 
described; however, some of the inputs (which are not con- 25 the translation movement control and the pluslminus control 
nected or used) are not illustrated in FIG. 5, for purposes of for translation movement, i.e., in an X, Y or 2: direction. The 
clarity. For example, the clock inputs are not illustrated on Y and the Z controls 35 and 37 (FIG. 2)  are identical to the X 
FF-M, FF-N, and FF-0, because they are not used. control illustrated in FIG. 7; hence, for purposes of simplicity 
The plus output from the voice recognizer 11  (FIG. 1) is only the X control is herein described. 
connected to  the set input of FF-M and to one input OR-2. 30 The X control illustrated in FIG. 7 comprises: four AND 
The minus' output from the voice recognizer is connected to gates designated AND-$, AND-9, AND-PO, and AND-%I, and 
the set input of F P N  and one input of OR-2. The third input two two-input OR gates designated O R 4  and 08-5 .  AND-8 
of OR-2 is connected to  an R1 (reset) input terminal. The RB and AND-BO are four-input AND gates and AND-9 an_d AND- 
terminal is also connected to the reset inputs of FF-PA and FF- 11 are three-input AND GATES. AND-I receives G, H, T and 
N. The M output of FP-M is connected to one input of OR-B 3.5 M inputs, A_ND-9 receives c, H, and MI inputs. AND-I0 
and the N output of FF-N is connected to the second input of receives G. H, T and N inputs, and AND-BE: receivesa, H and 
OR-1. The output of OW-B is connected to the reset input of N inputs. The output of AND-I and the output of AND-9 are 
FF-0. The set input of FF-0  is connected to an input terminal connected to the inputs of OR-4. OR-4 is connected to a 
designated R2 which is also a reset signal, but from a different "right" output terminal. The outputs of AND-80 and AND-11 
source than the R11 reset signal source. The M output of FF-M 4 0  are connected to the two inputs of OW-§ and the output of 
is connected to one input of OR-3 and the N output of FF-N is OR-5 is connected to a "left" output terminal. 
connected to a second input of OR-3. The third input of OR-3 In operation, when all of the inputs to any of the AND gates 
is connected to  the O output of FF-0. are positive, that gate generates an output signal that is either 
The output of OR-3 is connected to one input of AND-$. a right or a left signal and is applied through the appropriate 
The second input of AND-B is connected to the output of the 45 OW gate to-suitable control jets. For example, if AND-$ 
pulse timer. The pulse timer is also connected to an output ter- receives G,  W, T and M signals, it generates an output signal 
minal designated T. The output of AND-1 is connected to the which is designated low movement to the right. This signal 
clock input of FF-P. The P output of F P P  is connected to a P passes through OR-4 and controls the appropriate reaction jet 
output terminal and to the reset input of FF-P. The P output of or jets. The pulse timer which produces the T pulse is included 
FF-P is connected to the clock input of FF-Q and the set input 50 as an input in AND-8 to limit the output of AND-8 to a short 
of FF-P. The Q output of FF-Q is connected to a Q output ter- period of time. Hence, AND-I generates, as previously stated, 
minal. The output of OW-2 is connected to the direct reset a signal creating low or small movement. AND-9 does not 
(RB) inputs of FF-P and FF-Q. have a T input; hence, it generates an output s ig~~a l  when the 
Bn general, the plus/minus control as illustrated in FIG. 5 is 55 command given is X-X-plus. For this command, G and H out- 
adapted to interpret plus or minus signals. For example, if a puts occur as well as an M output. These outputs are in- 
plus signal is generated by the voice recognizer, FF-M is set terpreted by AND-9 so that a signal is applied through O R 4  
and generates an output on its M tine. This signal in combina- to the appropriate jet orjets to cause a right directional move- 
tion with yaw or other control signals of the type previously ment which is larger than the movement created when an out- 
described determines that the space vehicle should move In a 6 0  put signal from AND-I occurs. AND-BO and AND-11 operate 
positive direction at  the rate determined by the number of similarly to AND-I and AND-9, respectively, except that 
yaw, roll o r  pitch commands given. Alternatively, if a minus movement is to the left. 
signal is generated, FF-N generates a signal on its N line. This FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a stop control suitable for use in 
signal is also interpreted as hereinafter described to control the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG. 2. Tk'e 
movement in the minus or negative direction. FF-P and FF-P 65 stop control illustrated in FIG. 8 comprises two flip-flops 
count pulses from the pulse timer and apply these signals to a designated FF-R and FF-S; and, a six input OR gate designated 
gating means of the type illustrated in FIG. 80 which, as OR-6. OR-6 receives A, C, E, G, I and K inputs from the ap- 
hereafter described, turns on the overall system if a further propriate flip-flop outputs. The stop input from the voice 
plus o r  minus signal is not repeated within the duration of recognizer applied to the clock input of FF-R into an output 
three output pulses generated by the pulse timer. 70 terminal is designated RO. The R output of FF-R is connected 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a yaw control suitable for use in to an output terminal designated R and t o  the reset input of 
the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG. 2. The FF-R. The W output of FF-R is connected to  the clock input of 
pitch and roll controls are identical to the yaw control illus- FF-S, and to the set input of FF-R. The output of OR-6 is con- 
trated in FIG. 6. Hence, to  eliminate redundancy, only the yaw nected to  the direct reset (R2) inputs of FF-R and FF-S. The 
control is herein described. The yaw control illustrated in FIG. 75 output OR-6 is also connected to an output terminal 
3,586,26 1 
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designated R1 which, as will be understood from the previous It will be appreciated from the foregoing description that a 
description of FIG. 5, is connected to the set input of FF-0. voice controller suitable for use with a spacecraft is provided 
The S output of FF-S is connected to an S output terminal. by the invention. The invention requires a voice recognition t 
In operation, any time an A, C, E, G, I or K signal is circuit to recognize 10 voice commands. Upon the occurrence 
generated, FF-R and FF-S are reset. In addition, FF-O of the 5 of each voice command, a pulse is generated along an ap- 
pluslminus control is reset. This condition occurs each time a propriate output line. These pulses are interpreted by a con- 
rotation or a translation signal is recognized by the voice troller and suitable control signals are pnerated. The control 
recognizer 11. For example, when the first yaw command is signals control the energization of reaction jets, which in turn 
given, an input signal is applied to FF-A which causes an A control the movement of the spacecraft in either rotation or 
output signal to occur. This signal resets FF-R and FF-S as l o  translation. If at any time it is desired to stop maneuvering the 
well as FF-0. Similarly, if a pitch, roll, X, Y or Z command is space vehicle, the pilot must merely voice a stop command 
given, these flip-flops are reset. Thereafter, if a stop command which resets the entire system. Alternatively, if desired, the 
is given, FF-R is clocked to cause its reset output to apply a system can be caged until an appropriate ungauging signal is 
signal to FF-S. When this occurs, an S output signal is l5  generated. 
generated. In addition, an RO signal is generated which passes It will be appreciated that the foregoing description has only 
through the gate illustrated in FIG. BO, hereinafter described, described a preferred embodiment of the invention and that 
to cause an R$ signal to be generated, which resets all of the various other embodiments fall within the scope of the inven- 
flip-flops having R1 reset inputs. tion. For example, other types of gating arrangements can be 
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a cage control suitable for use 20 utilized to provide appropriate gating signals for controlling 
in the control system illustrated in FIG. 2. The cage control il- the energization of the reaction jets. Hence, the invention can 
lustrated in FIG. 9 comprises a flip-flop designated FF-~I-; a be practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein. 
two-input OR gate designated OR-7; and a two-input AND What Iclaim is: 
gate designated AND-12. The cage output of the voice recog- 1. A v o i c e o ~ e ~ t e d  controllercom~rising: 
,,izer 11  is connected to the set input of FF-T, ~h~ T output of 25 a voice recognizer for recognizing axis, translation and 
FF-T is connected to a cage output terminal. OR-7 receives M directional voice commands and for generating signals in 
and N outputs from the EF-M and FF-N flip-flops of the accordance with those commands; 
pluslminus control. The output from OR-7 is connected to one a control connected to said voice recognizer for receiving 
input of AND-$2. The other input of AND-I2 is connected to the signals generated by said voice recognizer, for in- 
the R output of the stop control illustrated in FIG. $. The out- 30 terpreting these and for generating 
put of AND-a2 is connected to the reset input of FF-T. suitable for controlling reaction jets; 
In operation, the cage control is adapted to generate a cage said control includes an axis movement control connected 
output signal when a cage command is given which is utilized to said voice recognizer to receive the signals generated 
by the deadband control, hereinafter described, to cage the by said voice recognizer when axis voice commands are 
entire system until a further command is spoken. When any 35 recognized by said voice recognizer; 
other command is spoken, after a cage command, FF-R is a translation movement control connected to said voice 
reset and an R signal is applied to AND-12. In addition, either recognizer to receive the signals generated by said voice 
an M or an N signal is applied ehrough 08-9  to the second recognizer when translation voice commands are recog- 
nized by said voice recognizer; and 
AND-12. When receives it ap- 40 a plus/minus control connected to said voice recognizer to 
plies a reset input to FF-T which resets that flip-flop and ends 
c a p  operation. receive the signals generated by said voice recognized 
FIG. 15 is a gate suitable for use in the control system illus- when directional voice commands are recognized by said 
voice recognizer. 
trated in and a twO- in~u t  AND gate 2. A voice operated contro]ler as claimed in claim 1, designated AND-%3; and, a two-input OR gate designated OR- 45 wherein said controls include: 
8. AND-13 receives P and Q signals from the FF-P and the FF- axis controls connected to axis movemen* control and Q flip-flops of the pluslminus control. The output from AND- to said pluslminus control to interpret the output signals 83 is connected to one input of OR-8. The second input of from the axis movement control and the plus/minus con- OR-8 is connected to an R1 output terminal, and the RH out- trol; and, 
put is connected to the RE. inputs of the previously 50 translation controls connected to said translation movement 
described flip-flops. Hence, when either an RO signal is control and to said pluslminus control to interpret the 
generated which occurs when a stop command is given, or output signals from the translation movement control and 
when P, Q outputs are generated, an RX signal is generated to the pluslminus control. 
reset the overall system. In effect, this means that either after a 5. A voice operated controller as claimed in claim 2, 
sequence of commands has been carried out, or after a stop 55 ,,,herein axis controls include: 
command is given, the overall system is reset. a yaw control connected to said axis movement control and 
FIG. 11 is a block diagram that illustrates a deadband con- to said pluslminus control; 
trol suitable for use in the embodiment of the invention illus- a pitch control connected to said axis movement control 
trated in FIG. 2. The deadband control illustrated in FIG B 1 60 and to said plus/minus control; and, 
comprises: two two-input AND gates designated AND-14 and a roll control, connected to said axis movement control and 
AND-IS; a two-input OR gate designated OR-9; and a flip- to said pluslminus control; and 
flop designated FF-U. The cage output of the cage control is wherein said translation control includes: 
connected to the set input of FF-U. M and S outputs are con- an X control connected to said translation movement 
nected to the inputs of AND-14 and N and S outputs are con- 65 control and to said plus/minus control; 
nected to the inputs of AND-15. The outputs of AND-14 and a Y control connected to said translation movement con- 
AND-IS are connected to the separate inputs of OR-9 and the trol and to said pluslminus control; and 
output of OR-9 is connected to the reset input of FF-U. In a Z control connected to said translation movement con- 
operation, when the cage control generates a cage signal at its trol and to said pluslminus control. 
output terminal, FF-U is set and a deadband set output signal 70 4. A voice operated controller as claimed in claim 3, 
is generated. This signal occurs at the U output of FF-U. wherein said control also includes: 
Thereafter, when an M or N signal (i.e., positive or negative) a stop control connected to said voice recognizer to receive 
command is given without a stop command being given, either the signals generated by said voice recognizer when stop 
AND-14 or AND-IS generates an output signal that resets FF- voice commands are recognized by said voice recognizer; 
U. 75 and 
a gate connected to said stop control and to said pluslminus 7. A voice operated controller as claimed in claim 6, 
control for generating a stop signal upon the receipt of wherein said plus/minus control includes first and second flip- 
suitable input signals, the output of said gate being con- flops connected so as to receive the pulses resulting from plus 
nected to said axis movement control, said plus/minus and minus voice commands being recognized by said voice 
control, and said translation movement control So as to 5 recognizer and to apply appropriate directional pulses to the 
stop the operation of these controls upon the occurrence yaw, pitch, roll, X, Y, and Z controls. 
of a stop signal. 8. A voice operated controller as: claimed in claim 7, 
5. A voice operated controller as claimed in claim 4, wherein said yaw, pitch and roll controls each comprise a plu- 
wherein said control also includes: rality of AND gates connected to the outputs of the flip-flops 
a cage control connected to said voice recognizer to receive 10 of said axis movement control and to said first second flip- 
the signals generated by said voice recognizer when cage flops of said plus/minus control in a predetermined manner so 
voice commands are said recognizer; as to generate outputs on separate lines when a predetermined 
and, set of output pulses are generated by said flip-flops. 
a deadband control connected to said cage control and to 9. A voice operated controller as claimed in claim $, 
said cOntiol provide an deadband wherein said X, Y, and Z each comprise a plurality of 
after a cage command is recognized. AND gates and OR gates connected to said flip-flops of said 6. A voice operated controller as claimed in claim 4, translation movement control and said first and second flip- 
wherein said voice recognizer generated pulse signals and 
wherein said axis movement control and said translation flops of said plus/minus control in a predetermined manner so 
movement control all comprise a plurality of flip-flops con- 20 as to generate output signals on separate lines when a 
netted so as to count the pulses generated by said voice recog- predetermined set of output pulses are generated by =id flip- 
nizer when said voice recognizer receives yaw, pitch, roll, X, flops' 
Y, and Z commands. 
